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ABSTRACT

Academic advising is limited in its ability to assist students in identifying academic pathways. Selecting a major and a university is a challenging process rife with anxiety. Students at high school are not sure how to match their interests with their working future or major. Therefore, high school students need guidance and support. Moreover, students need to filter, prioritize and efficiently get appropriate information from the web in order to solve the problem of information overload. This paper represents an approach for developing ontology-based recommender system improved with machine learning techniques to orient students in higher education. The proposed recommender system is an assessment tool for students' vocational strengths and weaknesses, interests and capabilities. The main objective of our ontology-based recommender system is to identify the student requirements, interests, preferences and capabilities to recommend the appropriate major and university for each one.
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1 INTRODUCTION

College or university is a time of major transition for most students. Research has found that 75% of students enter college without having final decisions made about their careers, or even majors. Researchers Gordon and Cuseo [11, 15] estimate that 50% – 75% of college students will change their major at least once during their college career. In France, an algorithm assigns randomly a major to each high school student which obligates many students to go into a domain they never planned to study, and this may eventually lead them to drop out of education [16].

A major challenge for students is the difficulty to consolidate data from disparate information sources. Here comes the big issue where students at high school struggle to find online useful and accurate information that can have an impact on their plans. If we identify students’ interests, we can direct them toward enrichment opportunities like programs of study and resources in order to explore universities’ majors.

Thus, the overall purpose of this system is to enable students to make well-informed educational choices, which are tailored to their overall career and educational goals. Students will use our recommender system to get instant access anytime to a cutting-edge, user-friendly, interactive platform that gives them clear, comprehensive information they will need to navigate their way toward their higher education.

To support personalization, we propose a recommender system that can be used to assist students in finding the relevant major and university, by using the semantic web and machine learning techniques. The Semantic web is an extension of the current web, in which information is given defined meaning, enabling machines and users to cooperate [4]. Moreover, machines will become able to process and “understand” the data. Ontology is the backbone of semantic web. An ontology is a formal and explicit specification of a shared conceptualization. It consists of concepts namely entities, attributes and properties related to a domain. Using ontologies facilitate the parsing, reasoning, sharing and reusing of knowledge. It has proven its utility in many recommender systems [2, 7, 17, 19, 25], regardless the domain of application, by improving the quality and the personalization of results.
Ontologies will be used in our system to model higher education institution, employment, and student. Whereas machine learning techniques will be used to learn the profiles of graduate/alumni students in order to make recommendation for the high school students. Usually, machine learning is used for classification, filtering and clustering [1, 8]. It explores methods for machines to learn how to act without being explicitly programmed.

This paper presents a framework of a semantic recommender system for higher education. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, a brief overview of the research background and related works is presented. Section 3 shows the proposed framework of the recommendation system. Finally, conclusions and directions for future study are illustrated in Section 4.

2 BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Recommender systems (RS)

RS are information filtering systems that assist users in finding contents, products or services (such as web sites, books, digital products, movies, songs, travel destinations and e-learning materials) by implicitly or explicitly collecting preferences from other users [5, 20], or analyzing their behaviors [18]. The computing task can be based on explicit user's preferences, (e.g. the user give a score to product), or implicit, preferences are inferred by the system, depending on user behavior (e.g. choices of browsing on an online shopping site). There are six different classes of recommendation approaches [9]:

Content-based: The system learns to recommend items that are similar to the ones that the user liked in the past. The similarity of items is calculated based on the features associated with the compared items.

Collaborative filtering: Recommends to the active user the items that other users with similar tastes liked in the past. The similarity in taste of two users is calculated based on the similarity in the rating history of the users.

Demographic: This type of system recommends items based on the demographic profile of the user. The assumption is that different recommendations should be generated for different demographic niches.

Knowledge-based: Knowledge-based systems recommend items based on specific domain knowledge about how certain item features meet user’s needs and preferences and, ultimately, how the item is useful for the user. Notable knowledge based recommender systems are case-based.

Community-based: This type of system recommends items based on the preferences of the users friends. This technique follows the epigram “Tell me who your friends are, and I will tell you who you are”.

Hybrid recommender systems: These RSs are based on the combination of the above mentioned techniques.

[22] presented in his paper a comparative table of different systems based on the above recommendation approaches, in the e-learning domain. As our objective is to orient students in higher education basing on the data of alumni students, the collaborative filtering approach is limited for our case. Thus, we decided to combine it with knowledge-based (ontologies) to resolve the limitation of this method. We will present in the next section how the ontology contribute to the accuracy of the model.

2.2 Ontology-based recommender system

Different ontology-based recommendation approaches have been developed using a variety of methods. For instance, Actualis SARL is specialized in the distribution of a press review. To reduce the diversity of information, the company developed a recommender system to recommend customized review for each customer. In paper [25], authors presented a recommender system based on the semantic description of articles and customer profile. The architecture of the system is based on two layers. The first is the Intelligences layer, used to manage information extraction. The second is the semantic ontology-based Layer, used to manage specialized knowledge to represent profiles and articles. Furthermore, the concept of the semantic web is used for improving e-learning. In this paper [14], authors proposed a semantic recommender system approach for e-learning use to assist learners in finding suitable Learning Objectives. Moreover, the system can assist the instructors to suggest new resources to enhance the courses syllabus. This system is built with a query keywords extension using the semantic relations and the ontology reasoning. Similar to above two approaches, authors presented in this paper [10] a personalized ontology-based recommendation system to represent items and user-profiles in order to provide personalized services using semantic web applications. This paper shows high accuracy when semantically enhanced methods are applied in recommendation systems. Developers experimented this system on the Netflix movie-dataset. The evaluation shows that the semantics-based methods of the recommender system improved the recommendations’ accuracy. A recommendation system based on an ontology can also solve the cold start problem that depend on insufficient user information from the past [23]. Indeed, this problem occurs due to an initial lack of ratings for new users, hence it becomes impossible to make reliable recommendations. To avoid this problem in our system, we will invite new users to complete their profile with their personal information, preferences, and by responding to some questions. Then, we create the user profile model based on the user ontology model.

2.3 Improving recommender systems with machine learning

Integrating machine learning techniques in recommender system certainly will improve the recommendation accuracy. In this paper [13], authors proposed a courses recommender system to learners based on their profiles. This system used weka open source software which consists of a collection of machine learning algorithms and implemented k-means algorithm to create learners’ profiles supported by their data on Moodle.
Besides above approach, in this paper [24] authors presented the item-based approach and the user based approach to recommend recipes based on preferences of the user ratings. Tanimoto Coefficient Similarity and Log Likelihood Similarity were used to compute similarities between different recipes for the item-based approach. Euclidean Distance and Pearson Correlation were used for user based approach. Results show the performance of the user based approach is found to be better than the item-based approach. Furthermore, in this paper [1] authors presented an E-learning Course Recommender system based on machine learning techniques that identifies the behavior of students interested in particular courses. Authors compared different combination of data mining algorithms such as Classification & association rule algorithm, Association Rule Mining of classified & clustered data, clustering & association rule algorithm. Results show that the combination clustering, classification & association rule algorithm is the best one.

As we explained before, our goal is to guide students in the choice of their specialization after the high school. Our system is based on alumni students’ data. Therefore, we will pretreat these data, generate students’ profiles models in order to learn the path of each one of them, and then cluster them by detecting the frequent models.

2.4 Ontology-based recommender system with machine learning techniques

Integrating machine learning techniques with ontology-based recommender systems lead to many remarkable revolution in improvement of recommendation system processes [12, 21]. For instance, authors in [3] proposed a travel content-based recommender system that uses ontology information to calculate the degree of similarity between user’s preferences and point of interest to provide personalized recommendations. The system generalizes user preferences through machine learning techniques. The proposed system overcomes sparse data problem of the traditional content-based recommender using Spreading Activation. Furthermore in paper [6], authors proposed an ontology-based recommender system with rules generated by data mining techniques. Instructors can use this system to predict learners’ progress and performance. The results were very satisfactory and verified the generated rules with small deviation error prediction.

The combination of ontology-based recommender system with machine learning techniques is a promising approach for improving recommendation accuracy. Therefore after verifying the approaches of the different systems mentioned in section 2, we chose to implement this combination of techniques and processes.

3 THE PROPOSED SEMANTIC RECOMMENDER SYSTEM

In this section we present the main components and characteristics of the ontology-based recommender system we are developing, which makes use of semantic-based methods and machine learning techniques to enhance stages of the personalization process. This system will recommend majors and universities to high school students based on the path of graduate students. We mean by that students with minimum bachelor degree. The idea is to learn their paths by collecting data related to their interests centers during high school, their major at university and if we can in which domain they work actually. The proposed recommender system is presented in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Recommender system approach](image)

Our recommender system has four main parts, the first is for data collection by two modes: explicit data collection, which is based on what student will fill in his profile, and implicit data collection by proposing a survey to graduate students in order to gather information about their profiles and interests.

A second part for the ontology that provides a good support for our system and plays an important role because it is used to model the knowledge of the domain.

A third part for processing information using machine learning techniques, creating and clustering graduate students’ profiles models and send the results to the hybrid recommendation engine. The fourth part is for making the similarity between students and interests, generating recommendations and saving a file of recommendations by student to be used in the upcoming processes.

Our system is not based on students’ grades but rather on their skills, interests and preferences. Since we don’t have information about the real situations and experiences of graduate students, we prepared a survey to collect required data. We choose to disseminate this survey to French and Lebanese students through their universities portals. Here comes the job of the machine learning techniques to filter and cluster collected data. We will try many algorithms by the future such as k-mode, self-organizing map and hierarchical clustering algorithms, and select the best one for our case. Sample of our survey questions:

- **What high school subjects did you like most? Least?**
  - Fine Arts (music, theatre, …)
  - Humanities (literature, philosophy, religion, others)
- **What are your outside interests (hobbies)?**
- **How would you rate your high school level on the following?**
  - Humanities (literature, philosophy, religion, others)
  - Fine Arts (music, theatre, …)
- **What high school subjects did you like most? Least?**
These questions are presented in this paper in simplified version. Some of our questions are multiple choice like shown above. In this case student should rate each choice by checking the corresponding defined rate. For instance, in the question "How would you rate your high school grades on the following?" student should rate each subcategory such as literature by the following rates: Excellent, Very Good, Good, Fair, Poor, and Very Bad. Likewise, In the question "How important were these criteria when you chose your major/university?", student should rate each criterion by the following rates: Extremely important, very important, moderately important, slightly important and not at all important.

Our ontologies are built using Protégé ontology editor. They are linked between them and some of their concepts are linked to defined vocabularies online. The higher education institution ontology contains information such as name, code, ranking, tuition, address, and majors. Student ontology concerns the student profile information and his preferences. The employment ontology contains information about the average salary and the employment rate per domain.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Building an effective recommender system based on Semantic Web technology is clearly a long-term effort that needs coherent representations along with simple tools to create, publish, query and visualize generic semantic web data. This paper proposes the use of ontology-based recommender system to provide personalized information, in particular, providing recommendations to assist students in finding and selecting the relevant university and major to their field of interest. Our system will use machine learning techniques to analyze graduate students’ profiles in order to propose to a new student top N majors and universities related to his profile.
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